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ANALYSIS OF A CHILD ABUSE FRAUD AND MENTAL ILLNESS CLAIMS TO EXTORT 

Review of Veronica Marie Petersen letter of Sept 12th 2003 at 1:19 pm CDT; 

The following messages was sent in unsolicited threat of electronic harassment and surveillance activity 
in concert with supporting members of THECHURCHBOARD.COM (The Lizard Lounge Club @ 2424 Swiss 
Ave Dallas Texas) to LiveJournal account of Witness Elizabeth Botelho - to intimidate the witness in case 
01-17702 / 15-0629393 / FR-2018-00004 on taking and concealment of a child for 18 years in violation of 
ORDERED POSSESSION and JOINT MANAGING CONSERVATORSHIP that had been fraudulently obtained 
from DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT for a child born in DALLAS TX (Dallas County) - a fabrication to 
overcome the title of her own child and his parent on the CARROLLTON TX (Denton County) birth using 
the child’s DNA. 

Hallmarks of serious mental illness in the writer not evident to a casual reader are clear to those familiar 
with the facts of the situation – which differ from the delusional representation and identity theft and 
legal fraud to follow. 
 

Donald Jonathon Beal and Veronica Marie Petersen were NEVER MARRIED, and her mental health was 
cited as deficient in 2005 May 7th letter by Donald Jonathon Beal to James Allen; and her filing of 
emotional abuse in Denton County District Court on June 24th 2005, in OAG 0010595011 (Texas AG). 

 

Due to the pace of the statements, in a Delusional confidential assertion of emotional ‘fixed beliefs’ 
asserted as objective facts from a clear inner-dialog and inner-image of events contradictory to reality 
and norms of society; based on a fantasy and bias of persecution – these claims are very hard for 
ordinary people to address critically.  Use of trigger words and claims of outside authority (3rd party 
confirmation) are manipulative and repetitive structured codependent authority, which do not grant 
the public awareness that they are FALSIFIED CLAIMS in IDENTITY THEFT of persons to endorse the 
emotional allegations – and to clearly overcome public objection by reliance on a stereotype of 
domestic violence which has no basis in reality. 

 

Specifically, Dr. Charlcey  Ann Klepper M.D. (Pediatrition, Ada OK), the mother of James Allen, has no 
relationship whatsoever with Alicia McMahon/Scarbrough (Ally), nor with Veronica Marie Petersen, 
and this was both observed in 2003-2007 by E. Botelho and James Allen during their living with and 
supporting the elderly physician, as well as by Ruth Ann Taylor Nix (cousin of C. Klepper, executor of 
her estate).  When questioned regarding this in 2022 on her death March 2nd, Ruth Ann had no 
knowledge of the claims and allegations or any contact between Petersen or McMahon and Klepper, 
who was in a care home during that time under her supervision. 

 

This activity, following report in 2002 that Veronica was speaking to people “who were not there as if 
they were” before witness of Sean Wayne Pike, a caregiver requested to watch the child and former 
friend of both parents – suggested drug use or serious mental disturbance evident below. 
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To address the pacing of this delusion, a Paragraph by Paragraph breakdown and Section 1.1 through 
1.4 to review, follows: 

 

SECTION 1.1 

Claims later attesting to the court to conceal and control the children, alleged that Veronica Marie 
Petersen told authorities that JAMES ALLEN believed himself to be a vampire, which appears to be a 
delusion evident as early as 2003 in item (2). 

These frauds were developed between Alicia McMahon and Veronica Marie Petersen jointly, as cited in 
item (1). 

Veronica Petersen identifies herself by birth of the child, and then instructs Botelho that she should not 
engage in reproductive activity, in classic intimate partner intimidation. (Item 3) 

She is projecting a delusion of inner-thoughts in item 4-7, and imposing her own reason contrary 
communication to invalidate other real reasons in disassociation in item 8; and then soliciting in 
narcissistic appeal in item 9, later exposed as malicious in Paragraph 4 capstone threats. 

Veronica states that James Allen lied about everything, in item 10, contrary her clear messages issued in 
prior LiveJournal response to contact by claiming “I moved on” in prior 2002 statement of fact 
terminating access to the child and sharing injury information to the child alleged hospitalization. 

 

Enumerated claims: 

Narcissistic Injury #1: Item (4) – insecurity giving rise to paranoid delusion of false value in 
prior intimate partners of the subject, conveyed as some factual conclusion and retained as 
narcissistic injury even in the year 2003 – after leaving the relationship with Allen in 2001. 
 

Narcissistic Injury #2: Item (5) – because (Veronica) will never be good enough, in her own 
mind, projected upon James Allen as if a genuine belief created in her own mind, and projected 
on Elizabeth Botelho to generalize this delusion as a fact-of-character in false persona of a 
purely imaginary image of James Allen which has become the villain in her story narrative. 
 

Narcissistic Injury #3: Item (6) – self-talk asserting her present choices and actions prove her 
value in affirmation, but the delusional character in the narrative of James Allen does not 
change if he does not validate these delusions and choices of self-harm and harm to the child. 
 

Narcissistic Injury #4: Item (7) – self-talk admitting a premeditated plan to abduct and 
projection of blame for injury of the child on James Allen wholly, based on a wish-fulfillment 
fantasy to validate this delusion of Veronica Petersen; a criminal plan stated plainly and in 2003 
contrary the COURT ORDER and obligations and duties of a parent to provide information to the 
other parent (James Allen); then abandoned to engage in a delusional fantasy. 
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Narcissistic Injury #5: Item (8) – rationalization of the delusion, explicitly dismissing 
communication and breaking off from reality with the real James Allen, to substitute a fantasy of 
being pursued or wooed or consulted in the control over the child to satisfy her power fantasy. 

Narcissistic Injury #6: Item (9) – An assertion of the fantasy as if fact, which is wholly false and 
disassociated from reality: wherein Allen did attempt to go to the place of concealment alleged 
to him and seek to recover the child in agreement with the family – whereat he was met with 
violence and threat of murder witnessed by Kara Metzger, and in use of a deadly weapon, and 
theft of SHADOWDANCERS LLC company property in a cellular phone refused return – and to 
discover concealment of the child at the home of another person later identified as Donald Beal; 
contrary claims that the child was living at Iva Petersen’s home in The Colony, Denton County, 
State of Texas – a premeditated fraud by Veronica and Iva Petersen. 
 

The appeal to accept this demand, does not survive the malicious expression of intent to harm 
in narcissistic abuse by Paragraph 4, but it shows a false appeal to narcissistic manipulation 
evident in the 2000 Sept to 2001 August home life of James Allen applied by Veronica Petersen. 
 

Narcissistic Injury #7: Item (10) – this is the assertion of the overall fantasy, to allege an “open 
door” to visit the child despite no report of injury, health, hospitalization, relocation, place of 
concealment, and threat of arrest on appearance PRIOR to Sept 2001 filing of “abandonment” 
claim, which did then PROHIBIT CONTACT OR COMMUNICATION WITH VERONICA PETERSEN OR 
HER ATTORNEY BY JAMES ALLEN, and such order signed by Dee Miller, District Judge Dallas 
County, on filing of the suit.  In prior (Dec 2001) statements, (See “Exhibit Q” 2001-10-24 date 
showing effort to communicate and request for information by Allen, wherein Veronica Marie 
Petersen states “I don’t know what the papers said” that she signed in the lawsuit). 

Item (10) therefore expresses a clear pattern of pathological lying to sustain a fantasy, and fraud 
in filing a lawsuit which was endorsed but the context of such limitations were refuted and held 
out as legal cause to allege wrongdoing in criminal entrapment. 
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BEGIN:  

Statements by VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN, paragraph 1 of 4: 
 

1. I can’t believe we (Ally and I) actually felt sorry for you. 

 

2. Not knowing what is to come because you are with a person who sucks the life out of 
you. 

 

3. Yes I had a child with him, trust me it’s a road you don’t want to follow. 

 

4. Cry because he doesn’t love you like his past loves. 

 

5. Cry because it just hurts to know that you’ll never be good enough. 

 

6. Cry because you finally realize you are good enough, but he doesn’t care. 
 

7. Cry because the child you have together won’t ever know his real father, 

 

8. …because no matter what he says, if he wanted to be around him, he would try. 
 

9. He never has, don’t you see that? 

 

10. He had an open door, he knew it, he just lied to everyone about being shut out. 
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SECTION 1.2 

Section 1.1 is already enough cognitive dissonance to injure anyone who was actually a witness to the 
events of August 2000 to August 2001 at 2502 Live Oak St #335 Dallas Texas 75204.  The reading of 
these delusional claims causes severe mental and emotional trauma, just coping with the bizarre 
scope of such claims; and is thus cruel and unusual abuse to repetitively subject the parent of the 
child to such rendition over and over to defend against what is clearly a delusional and false narrative 
granted authority by the improper use of the TITLE IV AGENCY and court to presume grounds without 
any due process or investigation, and to further deny all witnesses in a rush to judgement. 

Section 1.2 exposes the malicious narcissism further, so we continue: 

Item (11) - Veronica Petersen expressly states that she and Alicia McMahon Scarbrough are jointly 
discussing this content while observing witness Elizabeth Botelho without her knowledge or consent, 
which was then disclosed in abuse to threaten the witness and intimidate her over comments made to 
other audiences, which were not intended nor directed to or solicited in any way or manner to Petersen. 

Item (11) further shows there is a premeditation between Veronica and Ally to “warn” the present 
intimate partner of their claims, and doing so through surveillance (alleged felony stalking) to interfere 
with the intimate partner of James Allen. 

Item (12) is a conditional rational, showing delusional ideology, in “nothing is ever good enough for him” 
phrase, which indicates the inability to recognize the boundaries and different relationship with others 
that arise from a malicious imaginary narrative of James Allen sustained “as real”; 

Item (13) shows that both Alicia McMahon and Veronica Marie Petersen evident agreement in a lack of 
healthy boundary issues, interfering with relationships in an imaginary overreach for the welfare of 
other persons solely based on their malice toward James Allen, rooted in similar narcissistic injury. 

Item (14) affirms this clinical narcissism claim, elocuting the superior social status and achievements of 
Alicia McMahon and Veronica Petersen, as a proof to show James Allen is ‘invalid’ in his claims and 
defense and testimony toward them.  Both women separated from their partners, following this, and 
continue to engage in the abuse of James Allen over 2001-2023, in pathological obsessive compulsive 
contact and false claims to sustain this prior narrative as-legal-fact. 

Item (15) directly and without prompt -goes to the implication of mental illness- to injure James Allen, 
while making a case for that very reasonable degree of fear in prior defamation of the same person to 
incite the public to do him harm and deny contact and communication with his child or future partners. 

Item (16) – Invokes the first authoritarian referral, to Donald Jonathon Beal, who is not and never has 
been married to Veronica Petersen, despite her calling him her ‘husband’ in this letter.  It interjects a 
pathological lie of clear false character and to intimidate, alleging contrary $15,000 USD in payments 
and offer to marry and relocate the family in interest of a child held out to be the child of James Allen, 
known as “Baby Boy Allen” in medical records also paid by Allen – that Allen never accepted the child.  
This appears to be a lie initially, but after 22 years is beginning to appear to be a “delusion” that 
Petersen may genuinely believe despite clear evidence to the contrary, in a pathological mental state.  

James Allen never said that Donald Beal was the father.  He expressed doubt when compelled to give a 
cause to request DISCOVERY prior trial, which was then falsified by Veronica Petersen. 
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The DNA from the birth of a child in Denton County, who was not the subject of the lawsuit 01-17702 
and child described as born in Dallas TX, to defraud and create the appearance that the child was 
abandoned and the parent taking the child was resident in Dallas County; is all fraud. 

Item (17) – Veronica Petersen expressly refers persons to the agency of Donald Jonathon Beal, to carry 
out this fraud, naming him as an accessory and accomplice in the prior fraud. 

Item (18) – Veronica again describes herself in a passive powerless voice, “what he saw happen to me”, 
that expresses a complete dissociative state of mind with her CONTRACT and AGREEMENT and 
PAYMENT MADE FOR RELOCATION OF THE FAMILY TO OKLAHOMA; in abandonment of terms and 
breach of contract fully paid. 
 

Item (19) – Veronica attests as injury, “how much I changed with him (James)”, as if this is a civil tort or 
criminal injury; which both overgeneralizes her Narcissistic Injury as a tort and implies her happiness or 
unhappiness is an unreal and irrational conditional performance of contract, in total abandonment of all 
franchise and projection of blame for all narcissistic injury as if abuse on James Allen wrongly. 

Item (20) – Veronica invokes as authority party Iva Petersen, her mother, who attacked and demanded 
surrender of the child after witnessing Veronica crying on the agreed handover and return of the child to 
a limited 24 hour period, then offered to avoid complaint of kidnapping of the child from the home, and 
breach of such agreement on appearance of Iva Petersen with a butcher knife and phone – threatening 
to call police and do harm to herself which she verbally explained she would tell police falsely that James 
Allen had attacked her if she did not receive the child immediately.  Given such a home life, and 
representation of the mother-daughter dynamic, in Item (20) account, which Veronica later apologized 
for to lure James Allen to return and attempt contact again – witnessed by Kara Metzger – prior refusing 
to return the SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. cell phone and calling him (from the Iva Petersen land line) to 
threaten to murder him before witness of Kara Metzger then on termination of service, alleging at such 
time and for the first time that she was staying with the baby elsewhere and did not have a land line 
there (as alluded to in her claim of living with Iva Petersen, so also held out to the court in pauper 
affidavit fraudulently). 

Item (21) – Veronica confuses in pathological lying her knowing and premeditated breach of agreements 
valued at over $10,000 USD and interference in job relocation valued at over $100,000 USD and use and 
control over a $32,000 NISSAN MAXIMA granted to her for limited use; as “controlling” – omitting these 
privileges and freedoms including a cell phone provided by SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. at no cost for use in 
contact with James Allen at any time at no cost – provided she did not use it to make other non-
emergency calls. 

Item (22) – Narcissistic Delusion in certain statements, such as “never” expose a delusional emotional 
state that wholly omits or denies all such time and signals and communication indicating happiness, 
agreement, negotiated travel, obligations, and duties of a parent whom she knew was planning to 
return to his “real business” and “home state” in October 2001, which was prior agreed to be a family 
unit move to Pontotoc County, State of Oklahoma, where Dr. Klepper (Pediatric M.D) and Orvil Price 
(owner of Witherspoon Finance, a $7 million company) were prepared to support the children and aid in 
medical and housing while they became established in the community. 
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Statements by VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN, paragraph 2 of 4: 
 

11. We felt bad, because as we read your journal, and discussed it, we both thought about 
responding, and warning you that you are right, you won’t be good enough… 

12. …because nothing is ever good enough for him. 
 

13. WE both actually worried what hurt he would cause another person. 
 

14. Do you think that we would be in loving caring relationships, with such wonderful 
friends, if we were what he says we were? 
 

15. Do you think the whole world is out to get you too? 
 

16. Tell you what, talk to my husband, the person James always said was the father of my 
son, Don. 
 

17. He’ll tell you exactly what that man is like… 
 

18. …what he saw happen to me… 
 

19. …how much I changed when I was with him. 
 

20. You talk to my mother, who cried because she knew what he was like… 
 
21. …how controlling he was,… 
 

22. …and how I was never happy. 
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SECTION 1.3 

Item (23) invokes another authority referral – known to be wholly fraudulent, as of 2003-2007 testimony 
of C. Klepper to Elizabeth Botelho and James Allen during their time living at 722 E 17th St Ada OK 74820; 
and assured fraud by statement of Ruth Ann Taylor Nix (Cousin of Dr. Klepper, executor of her estate, 
reporting after the March 2nd 2022 death of Dr. Klepper, grandmother of the child and mother of James 
Allen).  Elizabeth Botelho, at this time, had already spoken to Dr. Klepper, and recognized this fraud.  Dr. 
Klepper, then over the age of 65 before the first of the month following this letter and showing distress 
as of the year 2003 on return of her son to support and live with her. 

Item (24) – invokes a specific attempt to falsely malign the commercial and personal relationship of the 
family, despite concealing the fact that the family had already welcomed Veronica Petersen and her 
expected son – introduced as the child of James Allen – at the home of Robert Arington (Son of Ruth 
Ann Taylor Nix), ret. Oklahoma National Guard Air Traffic Controller. 

Item (25) – attests to some delusional relationship between Dr. Klepper and Veronica Petersen and 
Alicia Scarbrough, which did not exist per Dr. Klepper. 

Item (26) – Invokes the relationship of Dr. Klepper to her (adopted) son; to support the delusional 
character (a fiction of the mind of Veronica Petersen, Donald Beal, and Alicia McMahon created to 
confuse and defraud, in criminal and medical dysfunction to defraud). 

Item (27) – is classic narcissistic overreach, alluding to “magical knowledge” of the mind and feelings of 
the fictionalized persona of James Allen, seeking to speak for him regarding his private relationship with 
his mother to carry this fraud before Elizabeth Botelho. 

Item (28) – The irrational delusional and criminally impossible statement central to the narrative 
delusion is then expressed, in a claim misrepresenting the human nature of James Allen as a parent. 
 
Statements by VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN, paragraph 3 of 4: 

 

23. Talk to his mother… 
 

24. …she knows about his guilt trips,… 
 

25. …she knows how Ally and I both tried to make him feel good. 
 

26. She tried too,… 
 

27. …she never succeeded because he never wanted to be happy. 
 

28. He’s happy being unhappy. 
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SECTION 1.4 

Narcissistic abuse is then expressed in Item (29) showing the real and manipulative tone of the entire 
delusional narrative fiction upon which the child is restrained: asserting that the parties are now 
sanctioning Elizabeth Peta May Botelho for her actions by terminating the (codependent) rights in a 
generalized “Dallas” community, again suggesting organized human trafficking in action on fraud. 

Item (30) is eerie, as it not only speaks to a control issue with certain (THECHURCHBOARD) friends, but 
also to personal relationships outside of the club and in sustained stalking activity over 2002-2023, 
including false persona used by Jason Smith to portray Feb 4 2023 that E. Botelho is his “wife” to injure 
and abuse her, an ongoing sexual harassment pattern with commercial scope and degree of demands. 

Item (31) devolves to narcissistic namecalling, ascribing “petty bitch” to Elizabeth Botelho;  sabotaging 
the emotional appeal in Section 1.1 and 1.2. and 1.3 in a pattern of narcissistic clinical abuse evident in 
the letters of 2011 by Donald Beal and 2021 website and 2022 Oct 4 letter to ARNOLD ALLEN and 
NANCY ALLEN by Donald Jonathon Beal, later sustained in letters by Jason Smith persona and “Josiah 
Deutsch / Deutsch Canoe” attributed to Beal, Young, Petersen, and Scarbrough in joint activity. 

Item (32) – imposes more “magical thinking” to presume the motive of stating that the wish that the 
baby of Donald Beal and Veronica Petersen be miscarried to suggest some narcissistic jealousy of the 
social status and moral value of society in a pregnancy and human life.  It is never even considered as 
fact that someone wishes them dead, or their children, for any justified cause, in clinical narcissism. 

Item (33) – The death of a baby as a social and empirical fact of certainty, is further narcissistic truth 
placing society values above and superior to individual suffrage and franchise rights, to dehumanize and 
disbar their own will and franchise in favor of feelings, stating anyone the authority.  This is, without 
moral discourse, evidence of a clinical delusional state of mind in Veronica Marie Petersen; which 
precludes contract or any co-parenting agreement respective of others civil rights and obligations. 
 

Item (34) – This may be the only true statement in the entire letter, and relates to a prior “nightmare” 
(Evidence Item P), and in her other admission of adultery and infidelity (Exhibit L1).  These letters and 
chat logs show that Veronica did have extensive communication over her needs and sexual activity, and 
all such communication in 2003 to Elizabeth Botelho is a cover to that documented prior activity to 
defraud with Alicia McMahon and Donald Jonathon Beal. 

Item (35) – Narcissistic self-appraisal as a good person who would not do the thing just described as a 
crime against society to Elizabeth Botelho, aka “Narcissistic Self-Praise”. 
 

Item (36) – Correction to defame and invalidate Elizabeth Botelho in the prior context, stating that 
Elizabeth “deserves it”, referring to a miscarriage. 

Item (37) – Narcissistic Abuse to correct self-talk again, to degrade, invalidate, and abuse Elizabeth 
Botelho by calling her “ignorant” as the excuse for stating Elizabeth deserves to miscarry a child. 

Item (38) – Full blown narcissistic admission of tone, under precursor “Enjoy” in false praise of clear 
invalidating behavior, calling the “house” and “man” (James Allen) both “miserable”.  And further 
alleging they will “do nothing BUT cause you misery” in narcissistic wish expression of harm. 
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Statements by VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN, paragraph 4 of 4: 

29. Don’t come crying back to Dallas to your “friends” when you finally realize what he’s 
doing to you. 
 

30. You won’t have anymore after this episode. 

 

31. Such a jealous petty bitch you are,… 
 

32. …can’t even hide the jealousy, so you wish ill on an innocent babe. 
 

33. The death of a baby is not something to wish on anyone,… 
 
34. …it’s a terrible nightmare,.. 
 

35. …and I don’t even wish it on you. 
 

36. As much as you may deserve it,…. 
 

37. I don’t wish ill on the ignorant. 
 

38. Enjoy your miserable life in that miserable town, in that miserable house, with that 
miserable man who will do nothing BUT cause you misery. 
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AFTERWORD: 
FROM A RELIGIOUS AND RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE PERSPECTIVE 
 

James Allen studies alternate religions and language, symbols, and artwork as part of a media studio 
established in the early 1990s and incorporated as SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. in 1998 June.  Elizabeth 
Botelho and other members of that firm are openly tolerant and religiously sensitive to these issues, in 
context to a popular community of Christian and Wiccan members in the arts and literature community 
actively working in the State of Oklahoma and Chickasaw Nation Reservation respect for Native 
American traditions and belief. 

The prior 2003 letter to extort, transmitted without solicitation and to threaten and menace key 
witnesses against testimony and harm intimate relationship and family relationship with Dr. C. Ann 
Klepper in her retirement and into her 65th birthday in September 2003, in concealment of her 
grandchild by Veronica Marie Petersen, Donald Jonathon Beal, and Alicia McMahon – are exceptional 
examples of “malicious electronic mass communication fraud in human trafficking”, and of the misuse of 
such tools in cursing persons by evil speech (Ephesians 4:31), which this sample represents fully. 

27 Neither give place to the Devil. 28 Let him that stole steal no more; but rather let him labour, 
working with hands the thing which is good, that he may have to give to him that needeth. 29 
Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of 
edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers. 30 And grieve not the holy Spirit of God, 
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption. 31 Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, 
and clamour, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice: 32 And be ye kind one to 
another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God for Christ’s sake hat forgiven you. 

 – King James Version, World Bible Publishers Inc., Belgium. 

The theology of Veronica Marie Petersen is therefore intolerant to that of C. Ann Klepper, who gave the 
prior book to James Allen, as instruction for her raising of children. 

Likewise is the language of Veronica Marie Petersen and her ‘clan’ of persons foreign to the values of 
Elizabeth Botelho, and the false pledge of her imperative broad and cursing language show in that 
tradition of Wicca a spell – the use of words to bless or curse by will or malice ascribing emotive harm – 
all the hallmarks of an aggravated and open hostility predicated on the taking, control, and exclusive use 
of the child of James Allen to assert control into the life, relationship(s), family bonds, and status before 
civil society to over come and render into peonage the natural person James Allen by fraud; 

Which if ascribed LEGAL AND BINDING MEANING of those claims, so asserted and relied on in case 01-
17702 and later false claims, mean to undo the rights of United States Citizenship in full based on a 
wholly imagined and invented fabricated delusional narration of the character of James Allen, and by 
identity theft of Dr. Ann Klepper, James Allen, and to assert marital status where no LEGAL MARRIAGE 
exists at law to defraud rights of the Oklahoma Parent, as if an asset of Veronica Petersen and Alicia 
McMahon and Donald Beal and other agents of their party, who are operating in clandestine manner 
and to evade registration, LEGAL NAME, and joint responsibility in joint works of tort and custody harm. 

From which a clear failure to apply the same sexual rights ending the relationship to Allen as have been 
assumed and exercised to breach contract, steal over $10,000 USD, and overcome a legal title to a child. 
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While this conduct is not unprecedented, it represents a delusion and a powerful use of the child as a 
totem (a focus, collateral) upon which other rights are imposed – having obtained the child by fraud – 
and to injure the child to prevent discovery of the true nature of their removal and concealment;  

Which are being wrongly and maliciously applied in a premeditated criminal plan after the child has 
reached the age of majority and in ongoing XXIII-1A Oklahoma Constitutional Rights violation under 
color of law and abuse of the legal process and threat of abuse of the legal process. 

Effort to conceal the “factual participation of Alicia McMahon, Donald Beal, and Veronica Petersen” 
jointly, and disclaimed during separation and disputes among the parties, contrary initial exercise to 
take and sustain this fraud; and ongoing directed and punitive threats on contact November 14 2021 to 
promote this “mental health hoax” initially conceived by the parties – evident in the bizarre behavior of 
Officer Vogt of the ADA CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT, and later repeated use of this VOGT police video 
obtained January 28th 2021 by Donald Beal; then incorporated into Oct 5 2022 extortion letters by 
Donald Beal and Oct 18 2022 collection process REQUIRING THE DIRECT ASSENT OF VERONICA MARIE 
PETERSEN to execute a false process in letter against JAMES ALLEN resulting in injury to NANCY ANN 
ALLEN and admission of the elderly victim to the MERCY REGIONAL HOSPITAL INTENSIVE CARE UNIT due 
to ongoing emotional and psychological stress brought on by this abuse and letters-threatening; 

Since sustained Feb 4 2023 in new written threats to allege a filing of a lawsuit versus ARNOLD RAY 
ALLEN and NANCY ANN ALLEN to intimidate members of the business community of SHADOWDANCERS 
L.L.C. via social media services in hundreds of repeated unsolicited contacts; 

Suggests that State and Federal Justice should intercede in this matter. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
STATE JUSTICE requires a clinical psychological statement to show that the alleged joint activity is in fact not 
“imagined” or “invented” by James Allen; nor is a “Delusion” as purposefully fashioned by the perpetrators to 
deceive non-medical personnel to stay enforcement on very basic violations of business protections in criminal 
law. 

The prior letter, in its entirety, shows that such collusion was FACTUAL, no matter how IRRATIONAL, and the legal 
indications are more than “harsh or abusive words” alone – but show a CRIMINAL PLAN in WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION in 2003 September 12 by VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN then sustained and escalated with 
ongoing and substantial work done by DONALD BEAL and ALICIA MCMAHON/SCARBROUGH, to support their 2001 
December claims and 2003 ongoing joint acts in child taking, child concealment, and commercial advantage sought 
by such fraud. 

The basis in U.S. Law, against such harm, to criminal degree of fraud and a legal sham, are evident in the nature 
and tone and disturbed criminal mind with premeditated intent sustained over 2001-2023 of Veronica Marie 
Petersen; from Biblical times (Ephesians 4:31) to present day Statutory Law. 

The Civil Courts, facing such coordinated and premeditated deceit and menace to influence by false claims 
incorporating IDENTITY THEFT to suggest a family relationship as “backstop” to deflect factual violation of rights 
and ORDERED POSSESSION on FALSE TITLE in a fraudulent suit wrongly sustained, a mistrial owing operation of law 
registration as such per KELLEY v KELLEY (2007) ruling.  A medical finding of a clear evidence of “mental health 
disorder of CRIMINAL DEGREE” and plan to extort obligating a fully “COMPETENCY HEARING AFFORDING 
WITNESSES” minimum due process in this case, on UIFSA section 6 defense of “Fraud” warranted is required. 
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IMPEACHMENT OF VERONICA PETERSEN AS A WITNESS: 

Veronica Petersen, while under clear mental health distress and bizarre thinking, has engaged in LEGAL CLAIMS 
based on her delusion and projection of defects as tort injury caused by James Allen, which she did not and has not 
filed any actual LEGAL MOTION – relying instead on motion filed against DONALD JONATHON BEAL to confuse the 
claims against BEAL and sanctions as equal or superior protections against JAMES ALLEN, the target of the joint 
scheme to defraud contact and communication and custody of a child on false title for Social Security Fraud. 

The fact that VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN alleges a MARRIAGE to DONALD JONATHON BEAL, exposes a clear 
mental health defect in her which appears severe. 

This fantasy, possibly enjoined other childhood sexual abuse and regression to a child-like state in the mental 
capacity of a 3-5 year old then subject to abuse of a sexual nature alleged to deflect immediate criminal complaint 
during battery of James Allen in August 2000 to August 2001 including endangering the life of her children; is 
severe, and evident in these role model confusion and projection, deflection, and intentional direction of malice in 
a fantasy persecution and fantasy “slave” role without franchise – that exceed healthy or recreational behavior, 
and appears to be an unfit parent abusing the TITLE IV AGENCY and benefit system, to overcome a business of the 
State of Oklahoma in SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. directed by Alicia McMahon/Scarbrough and Donald Jonathon Beal. 

Both Alicia and Donald are competitors of SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C., and therefore acting for commercial 
advantage.  Both parties have used the child to gain commercial contracts and solicit the public in commercial 
exploitation in this fraud, overcoming JAMES ALLEN in his business and employment and relationships with 
SOONERCON and other established brands (CISCO SYSTEMS CHANNEL RESELLER, D&H DISTRIBUTING, TECH DATA, 
INGRAM MICRO), and to harm his relationship with Norman Computers of Norman Oklahoma. 

Use of the restraint and concealment of the child to intimidate labor and prevent hiring by SHADOWDANCERS 
L.L.C. is explicit, and criminal in degree, and ongoing in February 2023 in a pattern since December 2001. 

Any statements made by Veronica Marie Petersen styled as EVIDENCE in any case, should be refuted as 
impeached testimony where they are not afforded CROSS EXAMINATION as shown in filings by JAMES 
ARNOLD ALLEN, and afforded verbal review line-by-line, with no reliance on their contents other than by 
the agreement with the other party explicitly, due to a pattern of pathological lying of a high order 
degree of thought and corroboration planning to deceive and defraud in case 01-17702 and related 
cases concerning the child M.V.P. or JAMES ALLEN or any business of his industry. 

An ORDER or INJUNCTION is recommended, and to WHOMEVER IT MAY CONCERN be such party, due to 
the reliance and repeated use of FALSE LEGAL NAME to defraud, carried by DONALD J BEAL and 
associates engaged in this harassment over 2001-2023. 

Businesses in association with such persons should be included expressly in the order, to restrain their 
conduct and activity against the industry and home and property and employees and family of J. Allen. 

The function of such order is less for expected effect, as evasion of jurisdiction is common and evident; 
but must be done to produce the established history of protection from abuse which the present 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM and its employees find de minus or nuisance in degree – a tactic used to 
harass, abuse, and evade lawful prosecution for escalating offenses in racist and commercial sabotage 
activity over 2001-2023 on the cause of the prior false claims – and clear tone of malice in the letter. 

The sheer detail and evasion and denial in concealment of these facts, records, and prior statements to 
style them as “imaginary delusions” of Allen, on conspiracy against rights, obligates the detail of report, 
and rules out “overthinking” in a “complex legal matter obligated full criminal justice protection”. 


